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	There are many examples of the amazing evolutionary adaptations in the animal
	kingdom that aid survival, but the ability of animals to hibernate is one of the most
	incredible. Most vertebrates must keep warm, because hypothermia or loss of body
	heat is potentially fatal, but some have evolved to withstand a massive drop in
	temperature, and even to survive freezing. To avoid inhospitable conditions they
	enter a state of suspended animation known as hibernation. Cold to the touch,
	their hearts beat infrequently and they may stop breathing for long periods. They
	appear lifeless, but can survive in this condition for several months, some even for
	most of the year.


	The long winter sleep of the northern hibernators is triggered by lowering
	temperatures, shorter days, or reduced food supplies, and in some species by an
	‘‘internal clock’’ that controls their activities. In contrast, some animals sleep to
	avoid the hot and dry conditions of midsummer, which is called estivation. Their
	lowered metabolism reduces energy consumption, but even deep sleep must be
	fuelled to sustain life, and the hibernators store fat internally or have food caches
	nearby. As freezing is fatal to hibernating mammals, they awaken and shiver to
	warm up a few degrees when their temperature drops too low, but the coldblooded
	fish, amphibians, and reptiles may freeze and die when exposed to frost,
	so several have developed unique survival skills. These include the production of
	anti-freeze compounds to protect their cell water, and the ability to lower the
	temperature at which they begin to freeze.


	This is an account of the animals that are able to survive when their body
	temperature drops well below the normal danger level. It redefines hibernation,
	and includes animals such as the bears, which have not traditionally been considered hibernators.
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The Treatment of Disease in TCM V7 : General SymptomsBlue Poppy, 2000

	In this volume, the authors discuss the TCM disease causes, mechanisms, pattern discrimination, treatment principles, acupuncture, and Chinese herbal treatment of three dozen or more generalized diseases affecting the whole body. These include such complaints as obesity, emaciation, edema, jaundice, spontaneous perspiration, night sweats, and...
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Machine Learning: Modeling Data Locally and Globally (Advanced Topics in Science and Technology in China)Springer, 2008
Machine Learning - Modeling Data Locally and Globally presents a novel and unified theory that tries to seamlessly integrate different algorithms. Specifically, the book distinguishes the inner nature of machine learning algorithms as either "local learning"or "global learning."This theory not only connects previous machine...
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Using JRuby: Bringing Ruby to Java (Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		In Using JRuby you'll venture into the wide world of open-source Ruby and Java libraries. Write Ruby on Rails web applications that run on Java servers like Tomcat. Use Java's JDBC or Hibernate to easily connect Ruby to industry-standard databases. Test your Java program using Ruby's elegant Cucumber and RSpec...
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Software Project Survival GuideMicrosoft Press, 1997
Targeted at managers (from the top of organizations down through technical leads), McConnell's book provides a blueprint for a successfully managed project; the postulated development effort involves "3 to 25 team members and schedules of 3 to 18 months." At 288 pages, the book could be thinner, but it's easy enough...
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Handbook of Language and Social Interaction (LEA's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Language and Social Interaction is an interdisciplinary approach to studying the everyday
practices and details that make up the complexities and multifunctionality of human
communication. This area has reached a level of maturity that calls for a handbook specific
to its concerns. That maturity is noticeable in a distinctive body of...
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An Anthropology of MarxismThe University of North Carolina Press, 2019

	An Anthropology of Marxism offers Cedric Robinson's analysis of the history of communalism that has been claimed by Marx and Marxists. Suggesting that the socialist ideal was embedded both in Western and non-Western civilizations and cultures long before the opening of the modern era and did not begin with or depend on the...
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